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Main tasks for algorithms

• Prediction (“what will the value be?”) 

• Classification (“is this A or B?”)

All of these rely on training data, so all of them will be limited by 
what has happened in the past, and what they are trained on.



Teach-in Tuesday on Algorithmic Accountability, March 2022. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeG3RgO02c8
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We want to ensure 
algorithms are fair

https://pixabay.com/vectors/judgment-justice-judge-hammer-law-6823792/


Low variance High variance

Low bias

High bias

bias noun 
Definition of bias 
1.   

a.   
b.   
c.   
d. (1): deviation of the expected 

value of a statistical estimate 
from the quantity it estimates
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Bias can be 
worse for one 
group than 
another

bias noun 
Definition of bias 
1.   

a. an inclination of temperament 
or outlook 
especially: a personal and 
sometimes unreasoned 
judgment: prejudice 

b.  an instance of such prejudice
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Image classification
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Aside— Amazon Mechanical Turk
•  A platform for paying for and providing Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs)  

•  HITs are things that humans are good at, but computers are not 

•  Now, researchers use it to find study participants
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It's Not Always AI That Sifts Through Your Sensitive Info. Lily Hay Newman 
https://www.wired.com/story/not-always-ai-that-sifts-through-sensitive-info-crowdsourced-labor/
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The Underworld of Online Content Moderation. Isaac Chotiner  
https://www.newyorker.com/news/q-and-a/the-underworld-of-online-content-moderation
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Molly Mulshine. A major flaw in Google's algorithm allegedly tagged two black people's faces with the word ‘gorillas'  
http://www.businessinsider.com/google-tags-black-people-as-gorillas-2015-7
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Julia Silge and David Robinson. Text Mining with R: A Tidy Approach. http://tidytextmining.com/sentiment.html

Sentiment analysis

http://tidytextmining.com/sentiment.html


Andrew Thompson. Google’s Sentiment Analyzer Thinks Being Gay Is Bad.  
https://motherboard.vice.com/amp/en_us/article/j5jmj8/google-artificial-intelligence-bias
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1. Design data systems for the well-being of the people 
from whom the data is taken 

2. Whenever possible, provide mechanisms for feedback 

3. Honor the complexity of individual and community 
realities 

4. Create real, functioning data publics

Jer Thorp. Turning Data Around.  
http://bit.ly/TurningDataAround
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